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Curious Encounters: Voyaging, Collecting, and Making Knowledge in the Long Eighteenth Century (UCLA Clark Memorial Library Series)University of Toronto Press, 2019

	
		With contributions from historians, literary critics, and geographers, Curious Encounters uncovers a rich history of global voyaging, collecting, and scientific exploration in the long eighteenth century. Leaving behind grand narratives of discovery, these essays collectively restore a degree of symmetry and contingency to our...
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Offshoring IT: The Good, the Bad, and the UglyApress, 2004

	Reverend Bill Blunden tells all: who’s going offshore, who’s helping them do it, and why. In addition to presenting the pro-globalization stance of corporate America, Reverend Blunden gives voice to dissenting opinions that have largely been ignored by the media. This book offers an enlightening, detailed analysis...
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African Americans and Africa: A New HistoryYale University Press, 2019

	
		An introduction to the complex relationship between African Americans and the African continent

		 

		What is an “African American” and how does this identity relate to the African continent? Rising immigration levels, globalization, and the United States’ first African American president...
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Global Information Society: Operating Information Systems in a Dynamic Global Business EnvironmentIdea Group Publishing, 2005
In today’s digital 21st century, almost all businesses face intense competition from competitors all around the globe. The rapid change of the global environment forces enterprises to seek suitable business strategies to sustain them in the competitive marketplace. This leads enterprises to change their existing ways of conducting and...
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David Greig’s Holed Theatre: Globalization, Ethics and the SpectatorPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		With a Foreword by Dan Rebellato, this book offers up a detailed exploration of Scottish playwright David Greig’s work with particular attention to globalization, ethics, and the spectator. It makes the argument that Greig’s theatre works by undoing, cracking, or breaking apart myriad elements to reveal the holed,...
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PayPal APIs: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		There has never been a better time to have a keen interest in commerce. The Web has
	
		truly accelerated globalization and connected us all through a common network. Information
	
		can now be shared at mind-boggling rates, and entrepreneurs everywhere
	
		can truly reach a global audience if they’re clever (and...
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PhoneGap 3.x Mobile Application Development HotshotPackt Publishing, 2014

	Create useful and exciting realworld apps for iOS and Android devices with 12 fantastic projects


	About This Book

	
		Use PhoneGap 3.x effectively to build real, functional mobile apps ranging from productivity apps to a simple arcade game
	
		Explore often-used design patterns in apps designed...
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Practical System ReliabilityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	THE RISE OF THE INTERNET, sophisticated computing and communications
	technologies, and globalization have raised customers’
	expectations of powerful “always on” services. A crucial characteristic
	of these “always on” services is that they are highly available;
	if the customer cannot get a search result,...
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The Handbook of Diasporas, Media, and Culture (Global Handbooks in Media and Communication Research)John Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		A multidisciplinary, authoritative outline of the current intellectual landscape of the field.

	
		Over the past three decades, the term ‘diaspora’ has been featured in many research studies and in wider theoretical debates in areas such as communications, the humanities, social sciences, politics, and...
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Workplace Safety and Health: Assessing Current Practices and Promoting Change in the Profession (Occupational Safety & Health Guide Series)CRC Press, 2014

	Are the tried and true safety practices still effective in the changing workplace? Is there a better way of safeguarding employees from accidents and injuries? In short, why do you perform the safety activities that you do on a daily basis and do they produce the results necessary to keep your safety program and your company competitive in...
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The Flexible Enterprise (Flexible Systems Management)Springer, 2013

	The need for enterprise flexibility in an era of rapidly advancing technology, increasing competition, and globalization, is apparent. Flexibility can be thought of as an ability of the enterprise to quickly and efficiently respond to market changes and to bring new products and services quickly to the market place. Beyond this definition, a...
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Soft Landing: Airline Industry Strategy, Service, and SafetyApress, 2011

	Soft Landing: Airline Industry Strategy, Service, and Safety covers the immediate past, present, and future of the airline industry and its effects on consumers and the economy. 


	Aviation receives a disproportionate amount of news coverage in the popular press—not to mention chatter at cocktail parties and...
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